What Happens in Open Space?

Audience Members Get to Convene Sessions on Topics They Want to Address!

- Questions You Need Answered
- Offers & Case Studies You Want to Share
- Requests or Help You Need From Others
- Topics That Need Discussing

We Have Room for Up To 14 Groups to Convene
Open Space Plan

Decide If You Want to Convene a Session

Create a 5-Word Title for It

Conveners Line Up at Stage to Say Your Title
Open Space Plan

Decide If You Want to Convene a Session
Create a 5-Word Title for It
Conveners Line Up at Stage to Share Your Title

Go to a Flip Chart Paper & Write Your Title on It

When All Sessions Are Named....Audience “Votes With Their Feet” and Joins a Session

Convene & Discuss the Topic ~40 Minutes
Questions & Possibilities

- What if no one comes to my session?
- Can participants roam among sessions?
- How do we know when a session is done?
- What if we have identical or very similar topics?

What is Your Short Title?

- Line up at the stage when you are ready.

Examples of Titles:

- Smart Strategies to Engage Health plans
- Reducing Asthma Emergency Room Visits
- Recruiting Physician Champions
- Funding Challenges and Solutions